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Death by insfa/rnent,uccupationa/ health and hazards ii,Mge#a 

A 

CHAPTER 12 

The Bospital Work Environment : ih Study of Occupationgl 
Hahrds Associated with Numbkg as an n occupation 

* I  . 

Bernard Owuvnir 

The subject of occupaiionaI hazard is as ,old as work, because & 
issues and problems attributable to different occupations have been 
analysd- by many authorities. since'the,era of industrid revolution, 
in ~ u r o p e  and America (Modzen, 1986; Oke, 1982). The hues $ 
child labour and the employment of women in the factories with its I -  

- attendant implications as a result of scarcity of labopr conseq-t 
upon industrialisation and the desire to improve productiviiy b$e' 
attracted the attention 'of scholars to the impact . . 6f the wo;k 
environment on man and the society. , I (  I #  

. 1 '  

It is interesting to note that while the subject is not b w  tb2 
atteqtion and interest generat4 in differerlt parts of the world apd 
in differem occupations have not been uniform. ' In the devddped 
world, there is a genuine interest to protect the worker against @el 

' hazards of the job because the place of man has been observed to 
be crucial in the process of production within the indukry (Clem, 
1985). Besides, there are some industrial concerns which a& nit 
only dangerous t i  the workers but also to the general 'public in 
times of accident (ILO, 1988).There is thus the need to protect matin 
against the dangers which such industries pose to man h the 
economy of the state. While this situation continues to pr$vail in I 

the developed world, the contrary is the case for the developing 
societies. Here, man is the "machine-rnihder'' Vjithout a d e q h  
attention being paid to the human component of production.. , I .. 
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bib by 1i7&Imentoccupa~b~a/ . he& . and hazards in Mgya 
I 

Ih' 'the same view, industries which are associated yith the use of 
&,&icais, explosives ,' and automated industries haveattracted 
mbre ,attention in terms of the associated dangers 'and ill health 
whi& *e workefi ate rexposed to as against other industrial 

' cokem with kn "lethal' states. The health indusw which is not 
, bw iptriNte td hupm swiyal but also central to the maintenance 
!bio&pationa~ safewand h d t h  is one of such industries that has 
a*ted the "least sppathy" from researchers. The victim of 
&rk or occupation eithei in the form of accident (amputation) or 
ill-he& would have to #be catered for by the health workq without 
consi4ering the threat which the "occupational work victimt' poses 
,,to the h d t h  worker (a ntrrse,for example). Beyond this basic fact, 
health workers attend to 'numerous diseases in our society, some of 
wJiich are incurable while others are highly contagious. Inspite of 
this,problem, little or no attention has been drawn to' this area . It 
is withid this context that this chapter examines the hazards 
'associated with Nursing. as an occupation within the health sector: 
q e 4  effort here is, therefore, geared towards examining. the nature 
bT p&sest work'and associated hazards with the kain goal of 
proffering solutions aiiddd at ameliorating the situation. ' 

, I  11 . . . 
Nuhe.' Work aqd the ~r i6hmien t  
'The word h d  wouldiibe used to refer to only registered or 
4 
,*!q &ned nursedpko are working in hospitals/clinics or have 
&&ed in the hospital b bed-side nurse. They are. persons into 
whose hands the sick::&d infirm are entrusted (Mauksch, 1972). 
"Po be more spmificb8~~they are professionals who assist the 
physicians in the administration of the physician's prescriptions. In 

attempt to carry out ,the physician's instruction work is being 
' mecuted. The purposeof this action is primarilymotivated by the 
quest lo make a living Irkcause it attracts remuneration. Work is, 
therefore, the canyinglbut of tasks which enable people to make a 
d ~ n g  within the environment in which they find themselves 

, (SOleyi, 1989). . ,  

146 
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Pea# by ~sfaknenf:occupaf,bnaI heal# and hazards in Mgena 

Eavimnmmt on the other hand consists, I of both external , and 
internal factors which affect work and: hork cbnditions. ,rnl 
iplmediate surrounding of the hospitaI, ind the government wodd 
constitute the external environment whilt: the authority structure 
within the hospital, facilities and the NarjMal Assaciatibn of $e 
Nigerian Nurses and Mid- Wives 03hch Represediq) 
constitute the i n k a l  dynamics that affect the work environment.: 

Method of Studv 
The study.was conducted during the monfhs,pf January and ~ a r d h  
1995 in three major hospitals; ~niversity[#~olle~e Hospital (UCl$), 
L@ Hospital and Group Medical Hospital, Mokda; a11 in bad&, 
as a pas of an on-going research on patient perception of nursa 
rrnd its implication for follow-up visit 

The shdy relied &I the survey (questibFre, method of data 
collectio~~); supplemented by  interview^ bnd available docurbents 
from the hospital. 

' . 

~inetyeighinurses were selected on the &is of availability ftom 
the identified hospitals. To these, i set df &ructured questionnab1 
schedule consisting of thirty-five questions were administep. 

. The questions centered on the demographic profiIe of, the 
respondents and the subject studied (health hazards within h e  
hospital and the state of the facilities). Available documchts were 
also consulted to complement the data collected through the s w i y  ' 
*od* 

F i  and Discussions 
Thc hdhgs presented here are the outcome of a survey conduped 
in the kpitals refer.4 to earlier. The data reveal that 'majority ityd ', 
the rmrses studied are females (85.7%) while males cbnstituied' 
143% of the sample. This is, hqwevq, in I&='. d t h  exwng 
pattern kcsuse it is an occupation wt- is female. 
The age dishibution shows that, all the respondents an belbw the 
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DAa? by hsfa/men1':occulpatio~/ heah and hazards ih weria 

8;; of 5U years. ~weng-three and half (23.5) percent were aged 
21-30 years, while 46.9% and 20,4% were aged between 31-34 and 
4.140 years respectively; 9.2% did not indicate their age. A$ 

I &iddle aged as the distribution appears, the respondents have put 
ir;' a number of year$ as nurses while a great prbportiod of the 
sample have also served as bed-side nurses in h e  various hospitals. 
89.5% of the, n-s i&lved in this study have worked as nurses 
fbr a period ranging bqtween 6 to 20 years while 17.4% worked for 
alpeqiod ' l~ss  than five years. 2.1 % did not respond to the question. 
.It ib bital to note that the a&al number of years spent as bed-side 
gurses is significant, 74.5% of the sample actually sewed as bed- 
side nurses for a period ranging between 2 to 6 years. Only 22.4% 
sew& for a period less than 5 years while 3.1% did not respond to 
the question. I . '  ' 

Work Section, nature o6 work and associated hazards 
:Tihe sample that took :part in the study we& drawn b m  many 
'wtions of the hospitalslclinics. In all the centres visited, there is 

any section &at/ is full-proof (safe) in t m s  of tbteat to the 
'health of hdth workeb. Some members of ow mxarch tamn in 
:fakt suffered from sbke bf the associated problems (common cold, 
'cahrrh and cough) i i ~ l v e d  in working in a hospitd knvirommnt 
lThe table belqw slftiks the distribution of the +various sections 
'whek the nurses wurli. 4 

I I I ' 
* I  1 ;' 

Table 1; F&uency DiAtritribution of Responddnts by Work Section 
- ' I 1  ., No. 1 % 

Bsychiatric 1 ,  L 7 1 3.1 
Pediatric 9 1 9.2 UNIV
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Death by hstahent:~cupafrbna/ beam and h&+s in' ~gena 

 he nature and extent of the threat 'to b d t l ~  and th2 1 -4 
security is better appreciated when the ques tibn on nature of h d #  
problem most1 y attended to is raised: ~he'health pioblems rap& 
h m  endocrine, nutritiona1 and metabdid diseases and imxnunitjr 
disorders, mental disorde~, infectious gnd parasitic pmblemi, 
injury Ad poisbning, diseases of nervous itnd circulatory sysths, 
to genito-urinary system (Parker & Parkeri. 4991). In order for 'klq 
pioblems associated with handling some pf the ailments classifiq 

' 

above to be appreciated fully, it is necess~~to specify so& of 
ailments and have some of them ~ ~ s c u s ~ . ,  , There is the "o* 
cough and cold" appears minor 4,the context of m o ~  
deadly and highly contagious diseases such as lassa-fever an;d 
Acquired Immune Deficiency ~ ~ n d r o r n k ,  , (AIDS). Minon an$ 
qommon as cough and cold might appkar i t  [s a contagious ailpent 

, which causes a lot of dis~omfort to the 'kpgerer" (patient). - 
nurse who is often in cuntact with the ~at i i a i  b&w of her wo 
demand is exposed to the virus causing the ailment an 
consequently, the attendant discomfort. Beyond thi$ . fix4 A ;he 1 

outbreak of lassa fever in the eastern part of the cduntr)i reoentiy ' 
took its highest toll on the health workm general,. ". 

b 

In addition to highlighting the work place 'section and the attbndant 
implications, the study found that a number of nurses in this stply 
suffered frcrh one form of accident or the other. The cummoqebt I 
ppblem faced had to do with contacting 'inktious and conhgiouk 

. diseases (60% of the. sample had this probleh). The ailmeqts w@ 
rnaidy cold, catarrh, cough and nausea: 12% were due to injuty l 
accident in the handling of hospital equipmcnts/administration 1 of . 
prescription (bums from steamhot water, accidental pricklind 
attack by patients or aggrieved relatives of patients (9.2%) while 
others constituted 18.8% (slippery flopr, and fatigue due to heavy 
patient workioad. 
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@ a ~  by ~sh&rent:~~liupationa/ heam and hazards tir IVIenh 
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Thb dangek and severity of the health k d s  faced by the health 
worker and the nurse in particular is better appreciated when we 
tofound during the course of this study that the University College , 

Hospital (UCH), Ibadan, is not favourab1y disposed tow& 
admitting AIDS patients intb its wards. In -a circular dated March 
23rd, 1995 to all hea* of clinical departments and Assistant 
.Director (Nursing S q i c e s )  stated that "this is to update dl 
dinicians and nursing personnels about the hospital policy on cases 
.df confirmed AIDS patients in UCH. Established cases of clinical 
A ~ s '  refemd as s.kh to this hospital .will not normally be 
admitted .... It further stated that cases discovered after admission 

~ ~ ' U C H  shall be matiaged with attention paid to maximum safe& by 
I ' 

a11 medical, nwstng , laborarory and auxilliary 
perspnnel.(emphasis* @ne). The above policy directive gives a 
vivid picture and, goes a long way to corroborate our findings of the 
idaturc qitent of& darigers which the nurse is exposed to in 
an atterppt to k u r e  a living from work and protect other workers 

I' 

from occupational health .and iC-health in general. Beyond this 
f k g  w h i  implications does this policy hold for the larger society 
and what facilities &e available to ensure the safety of the Nigei-ian 
nme in the co~e~dfikzuryifig out her legitimate job in the work 
pike? Before &>.return to the analysis of this question lets 
e m i n e  further the threat to life which theinwe faces at work. 
Physi,d attack ofrv nurses by psychiatric patients in various 
psychiatric wards q d  le$d to injuries of various magnitudes, and 

n; bmetimes the tragic end OF the psychiatric nurse if the situation is 
hot pmpwly hdleaIi i In other words, the dangers associated with 
the occupation are:ndtllimited to ailments alone. There is also the 
problem of accidmtd. prickling of the hands (fingers) duting 
qdmhistroltion of thmpy among others. The hazards of the 
'occupation are so nbhemus and without limit as more and more 
ailments we being d i b v e d  daily. 9 .  

, , n I l l '  * 
The polic);. earlier dted is quite protective but it would have been 
better4 if facilities' taipr~tect and ensure the safety of.the health 

\ - 
' 51 
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workers are provided instead 'of crqthg barriers for patiebts in 
their quwt for health and inv&ably gqdmgering the health of the 
en& members of society who am pmre vulnerable.' TI$ is so 
because AIDS has no known cure. ,Hence, the aoti-+on 
policy may not be helpful to the entirf: populace because the' poliQ 
may facilitate the spread of the ailmen& Again, it is ' impov!  to 
note that Nigerian, and indeed African.nurses have beeq knowb'to 
manage AIDS patients and other dpdly diseases in Europe and 
America, so why not the Nigerian patients? The bottbm )inel'isl 
adequate remuneration and the proyjsjpn of facilities that )%ad 
facilitate-the work of the health work+:and'the nurse in par&dk. 
h the Nigerian setting, the remmera$ibn of the nurSe is pobr-an$ sot 
thm is no motivation to work in the face of the bqrdd'id the 
profession. The nurses' strike ofN 1?95 waS due to % poof 
conditions of service and the non-imp\erndnt&ion of tlie. hdwtrisl 
Arbittatiqm panel a d  of + 1991 with respect to call dub b d  , 
inducement allowance among oth& (Adejumo Baw ; ,1995). 
Added h the above hct is the absence of essbntid facilitje$:(tools 
and quipments) for the performance af the job. From the stufly, 
we gstbered that there is a serious'dearth of facilities id the 
hospitals where this study was conducted. Majority 'of the, sample 
(40%) opined that the necessary facilities for work 'were3qo.t 
bailable While 12% said they were available. Another 30.6% 
observed that even when the facilities were present, the regularity 
of the supply was either in doubt or obsolete and sodetinies not 
used ' because of non appreciation af their utility among stzlff 
members. Eighteen percent (1 8%) did not respond to the question. ' 

: I '  

These facilities are so basic that their non availability wqdd'fl;eq 
kork mid workers attitude to w%rk in the conted,of ihe da/lgers 
prevdent in the health system environment. In fact, wme 
respondents opined that if they found that their lives or#hedth were 
threatened they would seek transfer to other sections oi leave,~the 
occupation. 
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.+I% by hstatF&kocc@fibna/&a~ and hazards 4 IVigenia 

$&q.eqdmeks and facilities range from hand and surgical 
glovks, ma&, disinfectants, screening machine ..for ADS,- 
disposable facilities, stearn and water, and electricity mong'others. 

~uaaeiions and ~oncldion 
From the foregoing, it is obvious that the dangers associated with 
rluping as an occupation &e ~ormous but it does not imply that 
the problems cannot be ,contained to make nursing a meaningful 
md M e  occupation. I 

' I  

n e k  ah a number of basic facilities that are necessary for 
e'fficient job perfprrnance in the' hospital in order to reducc thc ' 
hp&$s of the job. Surgical gloves, sanitary facilitiesi water gnd 
st-, screening machine, free medical services for 'nurse, &ong 
iothers gre essential tb 'reduce the hazard I d ;  Also, the 

I .  

~ m e p t i o n  of ~e.nursb,n'ds to be improved to include hszard, 
dl&ance in. addition tb the other subsisting ones to induce the 

to develop appropriate work habits and commitment to work 
in .&I 'face'~f dangers at work. ~4th workers, with special 
refirence to the nurse, ck'ust develop genuine wok' habits that 
\h'dhd reduce careless&s .and carefree attitude towards the use of 

1 safety equipmenu that)arc'meant to protect the nurse sgainst any 
infection or dangers of thk 5ob, 

tl I 

Finally, the need for training the nurses on the ha&s of the job 
a$', ,ways of reducing del dangers of the jobs are inevitabIe for ' 

k a q '  in the hospital. 
i , UNIV
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